
30 Days of Facebook Group Content Workshop
with Allison Hardy

Before you start planning out your content, let's first get some ideas generated.  

 

List out the pain points your group members are struggling with that you solve through 

your business. (aim for 10 pain points, get really specific!)

What do they need to know about you in order to know that you are the go to expert in 

your field?  Dig deep!
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What is your business goal for the next 30 days?

What do you need to do in order to make that goal happen?  Write out sales and 

enrollments, but also action that you need to take to facilitate those sales and 

enrollments.
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What do freebie/lead magnet/opt-in do you need to be promoting in order to achieve 

your goal?
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CONTENT GOALS

 

Goal #1: Engagement [get your group members talking!]

 

Going back to your goal, what kind of information do you need to know from your group 

members in order to not only market to them, but to relate to them?

What questions can you ask them that will get them to talk and to also serve as 

amazing market research?  Your challenge is to come up with 20 questions!
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Goal #2: Build that email list [let your automation sell for you]

 

Going back to your goal, what freebie/opt-in/lead magnet do you need to be promoting 

in order to achieve that goal?

Facebook Live is really great for teaching, what is something that you can teach, that is 

within your zone of genius, that relates to your freebie, that you can share?  Your goal is 

to create 5 different variations of your the content you want to teach.
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People consume information differently, what is a static post teaching topic that you 

can craft that relates to your freebie?  Write out 5 static post topics that you can teach 

on that directly relate to your freebie..
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Goal #3: Develop the “know like and trust factor” [become magnetic]

 

Going back to your goal, what does your ideal client need to know about you?  What is a 

vulnerable story you can share via Facebook Live?  Write 5 Live broadcast ideas below.

Back to the idea that different people learn/consume content in different ways.  Write out 

5 static posts that share an aspect of your story and help to develop the "know, like, and 

trust factor".

 

PRO TIP: Do not create long, scrolling stories.  Short and to the point, don’t waste 

anyone’s time! (easier said than done, I know)  Try to fit the entire post in the box below.  I 

made them this size on purpose!
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IMPLEMENTATION

 

What do you want your content schedule to be?  What is attainable for you?

 

This is the example from the training:

 

Monday - blog post/podcast episode (value-based content), tell your group WHY they 

need to consume the content and offer up freebie

Tuesday - engagement
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Wednesday - storytelling to develop "know, like, and trust" via FB Live, offer up freebie

Thursday - engagement

Friday - teach something that relates to your freebie

Saturday - engagement

Sunday - off

 

What will your weekly schedule be?

Now you might have noticed the small boxes next to your bigger response boxes, what in 

the world are they?! There’s a method to my madness!  

 

I want you to go through and map out your next 30 days of content for your Facebook 

group using these boxes.  Write the corresponding day of the month in the box next to 

the content you will share on that day.  

 

So if tomorrow is the 12th, I want you to put a 12 in the small box next to tomorrow’s 

content, based on the weekly schedule you’ve set for yourself.  

 

When you’ve done this write out how you feel in the box below.
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Now to finish it off, go in and use the scheduler tool within your Facebook group and 

schedule out all of the posts that you are able.  

 

When you’ve done this write out how you feel in the box below.

Now go into your calendar and schedule when you will be doing your Facebook Lives.

 

When you’ve done this write out how you feel in the box below.

You’ve just created 30 days worth of content for your Facebook group!  

Congratulations!
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